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As the editors of Latinos in a Changing
Society, Martha Montero-Sieburth and
Edwin Meléndez, point out in their
introduction, the 1990s “did not prove 
to be the decade of Latino advancement
envisioned by many,” even though it did
become “a period of Latino insertion into
the U.S. landscape, allowing for steady
growth and presence of Latinos to be
felt.” The tragic events of September 11,
2001, however, consolidated negative
trends that had appeared in the U.S. since
the 1980s. I am speaking here about the
anger and suspicion in large sectors of
mainstream society toward the ever-
growing Latino population; the debate
over legalizing millions of undocumented
Latinos living and working in the
country; the discrimination in the areas
of education, jobs, and health services
based on legal status, language, and
appearance; and the emergence of a post-
welfare state that has affected Latinos in
particular, due to their vulnerability to
economic fluctuations. 

In their opening chapter, Montero-
Sieburth and Meléndez draw a convincing
overview of this new landscape, full of
new challenges but seemingly few
opportunities. They focus their analysis
on such prominent nativist markers as
Propositions 187 and 227 in California,
Proposition 200 in Arizona, and
Referendum Question 2 in Massachusetts,
which restricted access to education,
health, and welfare services, and
engendered widespread discrimination
against immigrants and Latinos. 

A central issue that the editors and
other contributors to the book explore
very effectively is leadership, not only
the lack of Latino representation in

government, educational institutions,
health care services, and research think
tanks, but more interestingly the
relevance of ethnic-solidarity and pan-
Latino organizations that constitute the
underlying forces promoting political
participation. This sets Latinos in a
Changing Society apart from other studies,
which focus on Latino leadership as
derived solely from official positions in
elected or appointed office, or in formal
organizations. 

The editors touch briefly upon the key
issue of the “convergence of immigration
and affirmative action,” a process that 
has great political implications because
“the realignment of national politics is
increasingly based on racial politics” 
(p. 15). Unfortunately, this issue is not
engaged elsewhere in the book. And even
though they recognize that a 1995 U.S.
district court overturned key provisions
of Proposition 187, arguing that
immigration was a federal concern and
states had no authority to regulate its
implementation, I would have liked to
see more discussion in the book about
the recent explosion of local anti-
immigrant initiatives, a trend that was
exacerbated by the U.S. Congress’ failure
to pass a law on immigration reform
during 2006 and 2007. 

Latino incorporation and equal
participation or the perpetuation of their
subordinated status depends, according
to the editors, on (1) the deconstruction
of racial and ethnic categorizations in
favor of new social and cultural identities;
(2) the legalization of the status of
millions of undocumented workers 
and the opening of employment
opportunities for Latinos beyond
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secondary labor markets; (3) the
broadening of educational
opportunities; (4) broader and better
health care delivery and services for
Latinos; and (5) the growing need for
greater political representation. In
relation to this last point, I would like 
to highlight the importance of coalition-
building efforts with other groups in
U.S. society on the part of Latinos to
attain greater political power. 

The first of the two parts that follow
the editors’ overview chapter focuses on
specific groups. Ramona Hernández’s
chapter constitutes a
theoretical/sociological contribution 
to our understanding of poverty. She
presents valuable data on economic
trends alienating the Dominican
population in the U.S. in order to
illuminate the fact that the U.S. is no
longer “a land of opportunity for those
who do not possess the skills and
educational background required by
today’s labor market” (p. 53). The 
chapter is followed by Martha Montero-
Sieburth’s ground-breaking study on
Mexican patterns of migration to the
New England states. It is especially
strong in analyzing the creation of
Mexican community support
organizations and clubs. Her exploration
of the Mexican concept of leadership vis-
à-vis its U.S. counterpart is an original
contribution to this understudied field.
My only critical comment is that her
study underestimates the conflict 
present in the relations between 
Mexican community groups and 
Mexican Consulates, an important
element affecting the development of 
the new settlements in the region.

The chapter by Grenier, Pérez, 
Chang Chun, and Gladwin counters 
the stereotypes that many of us hold on
the Cuban community in Miami as a
homogenous, conservative ethnic
enclave. The authors highlight that most
recent arrivals to the U.S. tend to have a

very moderate view on how to deal with
Castro, and that “departures from the
traditional exile ideology began to
manifest themselves at the end of the
Cold War” (p. 107). Their conclusion,
however, is that Cuban American identity
is not an immigrant one, but one of exiles,
with Cubans often behaving “in ways that
the rest of the country finds unreasonable
and even irrational” (p. 110). The following
chapter by Edwin Meléndez compares
migratory flows, from Puerto Rico to the
U.S. and vice versa, using average data for
the 1980s and 1990s, to test the theory
that migratory flows may contribute to
increased poverty and inequality among
Puerto Ricans in the U.S. While his
findings do not categorically disallow this
theory, they do show a host of positive
changes between the two periods,
including the proportion of male
emigrants declining from 62 percent to 53
percent; emigrants tending to be older and
better educated in the 1990s than in the
1980s; unemployment for men declining
from 41 to 23.4 percent between the two
periods, while women’s unemployment
experiencing a 18.6 percent decline. 
The fact that the proportion of
immigrants returning to Puerto Rico
with less than high school declined
significantly during the 1990s supports,
according to Melendez, the “validity to
the old argument about immigration to
the U.S. serving as a ‘training ground’ for
Puerto Ricans” (p. 125).

The second part of the book is
devoted to the changing social,
educational, and legal issues affecting
Latinos as a whole. It begins with two
chapters on higher education, one by
Regina Jean-Van Hell, based on regression
analysis, that explores the Latino cultural
value of familism and how it is related 
to the adjustment to college, and another
by Esperanza de La Vega, which is, in
contrast, an ethnographic study that
explores the ways such cultural aspects 
as respeto (respect), being bien educado
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(well-educated), sharing dichos y consejos
(sharing sayings and advice) and building
confianza (trust) are not simply “quaint
folk traditions or notions, but aspects of
culture that are manifested in the day-to-
day lives of children and families” (p. 179).
One of the most interesting findings in
Jean-Van Hell’s study is a negative, if
small, correlation between familism 
and college adjustment, which raises 
a number of questions around the
conflicting requirements of Latino family
memberships and educational mobility.
For her part, de la Vega’s study stresses the
need for school’s officials and teachers to
consider these cultural values when
reaching out to Mexican/Latino parents
to create a collaborative environment at
school and foster Latino involvement. 

The following two chapters examine
issues that have certainly slowed Latino
incorporation into mainstream U.S.
society. Pérez McCluskey and Villaruel’s
study underlines the fact that most
knowledge of police and minority-group
relations is based on data and studies on
African Americans, and little is known
about interactions between police and
Latino communities, even with the rapid
growth of Latino population in
metropolitan areas, and even in areas
without a historical Latino presence,
where the opportunity for Latino
contacts with police has increased
substantially. They believe that
immigration trends and population 
shifts in Latino communities should be
examined along with the characteristics 
of law enforcement agencies and styles 
of policing, and the structural and
sociocultural contexts within which police
and Latino interaction takes place. In
contrast, Cordero-Guzmán and Quiroz-
Becerra’s central concern is social policy
and family health issues in the post-
welfare period. The authors analyze the
dismantling of the country’s welfare
structure, and the implementation of
immigration laws that restricted public

benefits to immigrants. These changes
had a negative effect on such cash
assistance programs as Temporary
Assistance for Needy Families (TANF),
Supplemental Security Income (SSI),
Food Stamps, as well as on Medicaid, with
Latino populations affected most heavily
due to their high degree of vulnerability 
to economic downturns. A plan of action
is offered by the authors based on
ensuring access to social programs and
health services; it includes monitoring
changes in the health status of Latino
populations (which necessarily implies
increased Latino presence in policy-
making), and broadening preventive and
culture-sensitive approaches to health
care systems for Latinos.

Chapter ten by Ramón Borges-
Méndez on the Latinos of Lawrence,
Massachusetts, is a multidimensional
study that constitutes a unique
contribution to the scant literature on
the evolving dynamics of Latino
intragroup leadership formation, the
conflicts and consensus-building efforts
among different Latino groups, and the
challenges they pose to traditional
political structures in a small city
context. In contrast to large urban areas
such as Hartford, New York, and Boston,
where the forces of gentrification kept
the base of the Latino community
moving, the Latinos of Lawrence, a “big
barrio in a small city,” have been able to
stay in place, but their over-
concentration in dying manufacturing
industries has fueled Latino poverty. As
welfare programs have diminished and in
many cases have been replaced with very
limited and subsidiary programs, the
Latino population of Lawrence, mostly
Dominicans and Puerto Ricans, has not
been fully incorporated into mainstream
society. This negative trend made it more
difficult for Latinos, according to Borges-
Méndez, to form service-oriented
organizations, which play a significant
role in advancing Latinos towards the
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creation of a pan-Latino framework for
collective action that allows for
successful challenges against the local
political machine. 

The last chapter by Luis Falcón
examines Latino and Asian immigrants’
use of social networks to facilitate
settlement and find employment. Falcón
challenges the traditional notion that
social networks have mostly positive
effects by analyzing, for instance, the
potentiality for exploitative conditions at
the workplace, and the fact that ethnic
mobilization serves to create social
closure for other groups by denying access
to information and resources. Falcón
makes the reader aware of the limits of
ethnic solidarity, and the need to explore

in more detail the types of job settings
that immigrant networks provide access
to, and how they differ from immigrants
that maneuver the market through
mechanisms other than social networks. 

In sum, the collection of critical
analyses in Latinos in a Changing Society
offers the reader a broad range of original
insights into how the new social context
is affecting Latino populations and how
they are responding to it. The authors, all
prestigious scholars working in different
regions of the United States, successfully
fill in with their studies some of the huge
gaps that, unfortunately, are still present
in the areas of policy analysis and
research on the largest minority group in
the country.
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This slender and thinly researched
volume seeks to “support Catholics and
labor unionists who believe economic
development in a society happens with
work that provides a living wage.”
While it may succeed as an organizing
manual, it adds little to the scholarly
literature on Latino Catholicism and/or
labor history. There have been solid
case studies on Mexican-American
workers in Los Angeles, farm laborers in
the Southwest and Midwest, as well as
rural and industrial workers in the
Midwest, but none of these is cited or
otherwise acknowledged. This book
mentions virtually none of the
important authors or works in Latino
religion—and little in Latino labor
history—despite the considerable
interest and academic production in
these fields in recent years.

The author, Father George E. Schultze,
cites his interest in that topic as owing to
his Latino heritage (his maternal lineage
goes back “hundreds of years” in the
Southwest) as well as to the fact the he
grew up in a union household in the San
Francisco Bay area, where his mother
worked as a cannery worker and later a
machinist. His father was a shop steward
in the Santa Clara Valley. He sees
organizing as a means of assuring that 
“all participants in the work world obtain
a living wage [and] create economic
development through job creation” (p. 4).
What remains unclear is how the author’s
ideal of a higher standard of living and
elimination of economic inequities has
been realized in the past.

One would have hoped that as a Jesuit,
Father Schultze might have offered new
approaches with a fresh perspective.


